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Distribution of internal transverse magnetic fields in a Mn12-based single molecule magnet
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A distribution of internal transverse magnetic fields has been observed in single molecule magnet
Mn12-BrAc in the pure magnetic quantum tunneling~MQT! regime. Magnetic relaxation experiments at 0.4 K
are used to produce a hole in the distribution of transverse fields whose angle and depth depend on the
orientation and amplitude of an applied transverse ‘‘digging field.’’ The presence of such transverse magnetic
fields can explain the main features of resonant MQT in this material, including the tunneling rates, the form
of the relaxation and the absence of tunneling selection rules. We propose a model in which the transverse
fields originate from a distribution of tilts of the molecular magnetic easy axes.
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Quantum effects in single molecule magnets~SMMs!
have been the subject of intense research since their dis
ery in the 1990s.1–12 SMMs consist of a core of transitio
metal ions that are strongly exchange coupled with a hi
spin ferrimagnetic ground state (S54 –13) and uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy. The latter leads to a preference for
net spin to orient parallel or antiparallel to this axis~taken to
be thez axis!. A number of phenomena have been clea
observed in these materials, including resonant magn
quantum tunneling~MQT! between projections of the
spin,1–3 Berry phase effects13 and the crossover betwee
thermally assisted and pure MQT,6 to name a few. SMMs
have also led experimentalists to develop more advan
magnetic and spectroscopic techniques to probe the su
ties of MQT. This includes techniques to examine the dis
bution of internal axial dipolar or nuclear hyperfine field
molecular microenvironments11 as well as high-field single
crystal EPR methods.7,8,12The field has also benefited great
from recently synthesized variations of the original SMM
Mn12-Ac, which are enabling comparative studies of MQT17

Critical to understanding MQT are methods that provide
cess to transverse interactions that break the axial symm
and thus lead to quantum transitions between spin pro
tions.

This can be seen from the form of the effective sp
Hamiltonian for SMMs

H52DSz
22BSz

42gmBH•S. ~1!

The first two terms are the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
the molecule~positiveD andB). The third term is the Zee
man interaction of the spin and the magnetic field. TheS
11 allowed projections of the spin, labeled bym, are split
by the uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. A longitudinal fieldHz
shifts the energy levels favoring the projections of the m
netization aligned with the field. At well-defined longitudin
fields~resonance fields! the levelsm andm8 with antiparallel
projections on thez axis are nearly degenerate,Hk
;kD/gmB (k5m1m8). At these resonances MQT is turne
on by interactions that break the axial symmetry and mix
levelsm andm8, lifting the degeneracy by a small energyDk
known as the tunnel splitting. These transverse interact
0163-1829/2004/69~2!/020411~4!/$22.50 69 0204
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can be due to transverse magnetic anisotropies~associated
with spin-orbit interactions! and/or a transverse magnet
field HT .

Mn12-BrAc is shorthand for the molecule
@Mn12O12(O2CCH2Br)16(H2O)4#-8CH2Cl2.15 The core of
the molecule is same as that of Mn12-Ac and the molecule
has aS510 ground state. Mn12-BrAc molecules have tetrag
onal (S4-site! symmetry. Hence the lowest-order transver
anisotropy term allowed by symmetry is fourth orde
C(S1

4 1S2
4 ), and would lead to the tunneling selection ru

m2m854i , with i an integer. Thus pure MQT, tunnelin
without thermal activation, is only allowed for resonanc
k54i . However, in this and all other known Mn12-based
SMMs, all tunneling resonances are observed. Further,
tunneling probability increases monotonically with res
nance numberk. While this means that transverse magne
fields are present, up to now there has been no direct exp
mental evidence for such fields.

In this Rapid Communication, we show clear experime
tal evidence for a distribution of internal transverse magne
fields in Mn12BrAc that can explain the MQT phenomen
including the absence of tunneling selection rules and
nonexponential form of the magnetic relaxation. Such tra
verse fields are likely to be present and important in ot
SMMs, including Mn12-Ac. However, Mn12BrAc is an ideal
material to study the effect of transverse fields because it
small transverse anisotropies, likely because of the natur
the solvent microenvironment around the Mn12 core.16 In
fact, we find that the relaxation rate is insensitive to t
orientation of a small external transverse field.

We have used a high sensitivity micro-Hall effect magn
tometer in a low-temperature helium 3 system to measure
magnetization of a Mn12-BrAc single crystal in the pure
quantum regime (T50.4 K) where magnetic relaxation is i
the pure quantum tunneling regime. The crossover to p
quantum tunneling occurs at;1 K for resonancek56,
similar to the crossover temperature found in Mn12-Ac.6

Single crystals were removed from the mother liquor ju
prior to measurement and immediately placed in grease
minimize solvent loss. Further, x-ray diffraction results
100 K on the same crystal used in these experiments s
©2004 The American Physical Society11-1
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that the crystal is both chemically and crystallographica
the same as that reported previously,15 but that the solvent
(CH2Cl2) content in the current crystal is double what w
previously found. A high-field superconducting vector ma
net was used to apply magnetic fields at arbitrary directi
with respect to the crystallographic axes of the sample.
study MQT rates we sweep the appliedz-axis field at a con-
stant rate (n5dHz /dt) through a resonancen times. The
normalized change in sample magnetization at a resona
(Mbe f ore2Ma f ter)/(Mbe f ore2Meq) ~where Meq5Ms), is
the MQT probabilityP.13 For a monodisperse system of mo
ecules this probability for resonancek is related to the tunne
splitting by the Landau-Zener formula, PLZ51
2exp(2pD2n/2n0n), wheren05gmB(2S2k) andn0n is the
energy sweep rate. However, for a system with a distribu
of tunnel splittings~i.e., due to a distribution of transvers
anisotropy parameters or transverse fields! each molecule in
the initial statem510 prior to crossing a resonance has
different tunneling probability. Therefore, it is possible
study different parts of the distribution of tunnel splittings
the crystal by appropriate preparation of the initial magn
zation state.

We have used a method similar to that of Ref. 14 to p
duce a hole in the distribution of transverse fields. The
pendence of the tunnel splitting of a molecule at a resona
k on the transverse field can be approximated by a po
law, Dk5akHT

bk , whereak andbk are constants that depen
on parameters in the spin Hamiltonian.18 Consequently, a
distribution of transverse field generates a distribution of t
nel splittings. In the presence of an external transverse fie
molecule sensing a given magnitude and orientation of
internal transverse field will behave in a manner that depe
on the magnitude of the vector sum of these fields. With t
procedure we prepare the initial magnetization state of
systemMini52Ms . Then we sweep the longitudinal fiel
from 0 T to 3.25 T atn50.4 T/min and go back to 0 T
crossing resonancek56 twice in the presence of a diggin
transverse fieldHdig applied at a digging anglefdig in the
x-y plane ~steps 1 and 2 in Fig. 1!. The molecules with
highest splitting values have the greatest probability to re
by MQT. In the next step~step 3 in Fig. 1! we sweep the
longitudinal field across the same resonance in the pres
of a transverse fieldHT applied in a directionf. In this
crossing only those molecules that remain in the metast
well during the digging process can tunnel across the ba
and contribute to the MQT probability. We repeat this proc
dure for different values off from f5fdig2180° to f
5fdig1180°. In Fig. 1 we show results for two differen
digging fields,Hdig50 ~dashed line! and 0.2 T~solid line!,
applied alongfdig50 during steps 1 and 2. The measur
ment in step 3 was done with a transverse fieldHT50.2 T
applied alongf50 and 180° in both cases. The shift of th
center of the resonance to higher fields with step numbe
associated with changes in sample internal field during re
ation ~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 6!.

We have carried out hole digging experiments in two d
ferent forms.~a! In the first case the values of the transve
digging field and the transverse field used in the meas
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ment of the MQT probability are equal,Hdig5HT . In Fig.
2~a! we show the results obtained with the digging transve
field applied alongfdig50 for different values ofHdig
5HT50.2, 0.25, 0.35, and 0.37 T.~b! In the second case w
used a constant value of the transverse ‘‘measurement’’ fi
HT50.2 T, while we produce the hole with different tran
verse digging fields,Hdig50, 0.025, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.4 T
applied alongfdig50. The results are shown in Fig. 3~a!.
The MQT probability clearly shows a hole at the same an
at which the transverse digging field was applied,f50.19

This observation unambiguously establishes the existenc
a distribution of transverse fields.

These figures show that:~1! the hole width and depth
increase with the magnitude of the digging field,~2! the
probability far from the hole~i.e., 6180°) in Fig. 3~a! first
increases with the digging field~from Hdig50 to 0.2 T! and
then decreases, and~3! the flat response~within the noise! of
the curve ofHdig50 @Fig. 3~a!# is indicative of the absence
of second- and fourth-order anisotropy terms in the Ham
tonian, which would lead to two-fold and four-fold pattern
of maxima, respectively.20 This can also be seen in the pin
data of Fig. 2~a!, which are insensitive to the orientation o
the transverse magnetic field.22 These data have been ob
tained without using the hole digging process, so in this c
all the molecules contribute to the MQT probability at res
nancek56. Observation~2!, the fact thatPk56(6180°)
first increases then decreases with digging field, implies
there are significant transverse fields present in the sam
(;0.2 T), as will be discussed below.

To study the behavior of different parts of the distributio
of quantum splittings as a function of an external transve
field we have measured the MQT probability in Landa
Zener multicrossing measurements of resonancek56 at a
sweep rate,n50.6 T/min, in the presence of different tran
verse fields,HT50, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5 T~see Ref. 10 for
details on the procedure!. The results are shown in Fig.
starting from a saturated sample. The fact that relaxatio

FIG. 1. Hole digging method. Magnetization vs applied long
tudinal field. Steps 1 and 2: a transverse digging field,Hdig50 ~thin
lines! Hdig50.2 T ~thick lines!, is applied alongfdig50 during the
crossing of resonancek56 back and forth. Step 3: resonancek
56 is crossed after the hole digging process in the presence
transverse field,HT50.2 T applied alongf50 and 180° for both
cases.
1-2
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broad on a logarithm scale confirms the presence of a di
bution of tunnel splittings in the crystal. An interesting res
is that the relaxation curves are rather insensitive to sm
values of the applied transverse field (HT,0.2 T).

We can model these data assuming a distribution
internal transverse fields of a Gaussian for
f (HTint ,b)dHTintdb5exp(2HTint

2 /2s2)dHTintdb, wheres
is the standard deviation,HTint is the magnitude of the inter
nal transverse field andb is the direction of the transvers
field in thex-y plane~we assume the distribution is isotrop
in the x-y plane!. When an external transverse fieldHT is
applied at an anglef the total transverse field felt by
molecule is the vector sum of both internal and exter
fields,hW T5HW Tint1HW T . As mentioned above the dependen
of the tunnel splitting on the transverse field can be appro
mated by Dk5akhT

bk . This approximation is valid
for transverse fields below 1 T. The solution of the Ham

FIG. 2. ~Color online! Hole digging measurements.~a! Mea-
sured MQT probability fork56 as a function of the angle an
magnitude of the transverse field and~b! calculation of MQT prob-
ability of resonancek56 for different transverse fieldsHT5Hdig at
n50.4 T/min, as described in the text.

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Hole digging measurements.~a! Mea-
sured MQT probability fork56 as a function of the angle of th
transverse field (HT50.2 T) and magnitude of the digging fiel
Hdig and ~b! calculation of the probability as described in the te
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tonian of Eq. ~1! using D50.63 K, B51.0 mK, and C
50.023 mK~these parameters are from EPR studies21! gives
a651.5531025 K/T and b652.06. To calculate the MQT
probability we have integrated the Landau-Zener probabi
over the distribution of tilts, whereak , bk , ands have been
used as fit parameters. The results of this calculation
shown in Fig. 4~continuous lines!. The fit has been obtaine
with ak51.531026 K, bk53.3, ands50.38 T. The values
of ak andbk are similar to those obtained by diagonalizati
of the Hamiltonian. Note thatf (HTint) must be broad to
explain the slow increase in the relaxation as a function
external transverse fieldHT observed in Fig. 4. A smal
change in the width of the distribution~i.e., 60.01 T) leads
to a lower quality fit to the data.

On the right-hand margin of Fig. 4 we show thre
dimensional plots that illustrate the portion of molecul
within f (HTint) that relaxes in the first crossing of resonan
k56 in the presence of several external transverse fields
Figs. 2~b! and 3~b! we show the model calculations corre
sponding to the situation in the experiments in Figs. 2~a! and
3~a!, respectively, using the parameters obtained from fitt
of the multicrossing relaxation curves. The calculations
produce the behavior of the MQT probability close and
from the hole in the distribution. As in the experiment, o
can see in Fig. 3~b! how the probability far from the hole
~i.e., 6180°) first increases with the digging field~from
Hdig50 to 0.2 T! and then decreases. This can be underst
from the illustrations in Fig. 4. For low fields the portion o
molecules relaxing that have internal transverse fields a
parallel to the digging field is significant and consequen
the MQT probability far from the hole becomes smaller b
cause some molecules with this internal transverse field
rection relax during the digging procedure. As the diggi
field is increased, the portion of such molecules decrea
and therefore the MQT probability for 180° increases. T
field at which the probabilityPk56(6180°) begins to de-
crease with increasing digging field is the characteristic fi
scale off (HTint).

We now consider possible origins of internal fields pe

FIG. 4. ~Color online! Multicrossing relaxation curves of reso
nancek56 for different applied transverse fields. The illustratio
represent the portion off (HTint) that relaxes atn51.
1-3
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pendicular to the easy axis of the molecules. A natural ex
nation is that there are tilts of the molecular easy axes. M
ecules with different tilts,a, experience different transvers
magnetic fields,HTint5HLsina. Small tilts generate large
transverse fields due to the high longitudinal fields used
the experiments. The distribution of transverse fields use
model our data would result from a Gaussian distribution
tilt angles with a standard deviation ofs57.3°. This stan-
dard deviation appears large, but would be reduced w
other sources of disorder are included~i.e., D and/or g
strain23!. We also note that tilts of the magnetic easy a
were first shown to occur due to crystal dislocations.24 In
addition, small tilts were shown to result from solvent dis
der in Mn12-Ac.9 Further, large tilts have been observed in
low anisotropy barrier form of Mn12 and associated with a
unusual Jahn-Teller distortion at a Mn~III ! ion.26 We also
note that tilts were assumed to explain the longitudinal fi
EPR line shapes.25

Our results constrain models of the origin off (HTint).
While there are large transverse fields (;0.4 T), there is not
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a broad distribution of longitudinal fieldsin the sample, as
the latter would completely smooth out the resonances in
magnetic hysteresis loops. This excludes any source of m
netic fields that are randomly oriented~i.e., dipolar or hyper-
fine fields!. Also, the magnitude of the observed transve
fields precludes dipolar and hyperfine fields (<0.05 T). Ex-
change interactions between molecules is a possible so
of internal ‘‘bias’’ fields. There is, however, no evidence
longitudinal fields associated with intermolecular exchan
we have not observed exchange biasing or shifts of thk
50 resonance from zero longitudinal field in experimen
conducted below the blocking temperatureTB;3.2 K.
While the basic interactions at the origin of these inter
transverse fields is not known, these experiments show
transverse fields are important to MQT in this SMM.

The authors acknowledge useful discussions with S. H
and N. Dalal. This research was supported by NSF~Grant
Nos. DMR 0103290, 0114142, and 0315609!.
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